
Yellow	Rabbit	Lovey	
Materials Small amounts of Yellow 4 ply acrylic (or 3 strands 2/30) 
     Red 4 ply acrylic (or 3 strands 2/30) 
     Purple 4 ply acrylic (or 3 strands 2/30) 
  Oddment   Black 4 ply acrylic (or 3 strands 2/30) 
      Polyester toy filling 
Skirt  Knit four pieces 

Cast on 84 stitches in waste knit a few rows and hang 
weights 

CAR RC 000 T7 using 2 strands of purple E wrap cast on 
84st over this waste knitting.  Knit to left.  Take out 1 
strand purple knit to right.  Change to red MY.  Now 
start shaping the skirt by decreasing fully fashioned both 
sides on the following rows.  (These decreases will make 
the skirt square) 

2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, Knit contrast stripes in yellow on rows 11 & 12  and 15 & 16. 

12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20 32, 33, 35, 36, 37, 38, 40, 

42, 43, 45, 46, 47, 48, 50,  52, 53, 55, 56, 57, 58, 60,  61 & 62  

Draw yarn through last stitch to cast off. 

Mattress stitch seams together to make the square skirt.  Pin out to shape and steam flat. 
DO NOT TOUCH KNITTING WITH IRON 

N.B.  The following parts have been knitted using a ribber.  If you prefer to use a single bed 
double the number of stitches and add two for seam.  Make sure that you knit the number 
of rows and decreases that would have been knitted on the top bed only.  

Arms  Use yellow yarn and main bed and ribber for circular knitting machine set to half 
pitch. 

C.O. 10 st each bed at T 0/0 * Knit zig zag row and hang cast on comb.  Small side ribber 
weights are sufficient.  Set machine for circular knitting and knit 3 rows to finish cast on.  
Keep machine set to circular but change tension to 4/4  RC 000 * Knit 46 rows (i.e. 23 rows 
each bed) Dec. 1 stitch on each edge on main bed and ribber on row 46 and 52.  Knit to Row 
56.  Rack ribber to P so that stitches align and transfer rem. 6 ribber stitches to top bed.  
Knit 1 row and cast off.  Knit 2 

Ears  Use yellow yarn and main bed and ribber for circular knitting machine set to half 
pitch. 



C.O. 12 st each bed as above * to *  Knit 39 rows and then decrease on each edge on rows 
40, 48, 56, 64, 66.  Knit rem 2 stitches tog on each bed. Transfer rem. ribber stitch to top 
bed and draw yarn through both stitches and fasten off.  Knit 2 

Head Use yellow yarn and main bed and ribber for circular knitting machine set to half 
pitch. 

C.O. 30 stitches each bed as above * to * 

Knit 70 rows straight  T 4/4.  Watch weights adjust as necessary. 

Transfer stitches to Knit 2 tog along both beds  Knit 2 rows ( 1 each bed ) at T 5/5  

Using a double eyed bodkin or needle draw yarn through each stitch to remove knitting 
from machine cut yarn keeping a tail to sew up with but don’t pull tight yet. 

MAKING UP 
Head  Stuff with filling and then draw thread at top tight.  Sew around several times to make 
sure it is secure.  The cast on corners of base can be folded to centre of base and stitched 
together to make round head.  Stitch head securely onto centre of skirt.   

Ears  Fold bottom cast on corners to centre of base to make ears a better shape stitch 
together before stitching securely onto back of head. 

Arms  Pin in position and then stitch to base of head. Make sure that one seam of skirt is 
down the centre front as this means the skirt can be neatly folded to give as a present. 

	 	 	 	 White	Rabbit	Lovey	
Knit head, arms and ears as above using white. 

Skirt  Cast on 40 st in waste and knit a few rows. * CAR  Change to 
white yarn and tension 6 Knit 2 rows on all 40 st. Set machine to 
hold.  Change to pink Put 10 st at left to hold and knit 2 rows, put 
next 10 st. to hold & knit 2 rows, put 3rd set of 10 st in hold and knit 
2 rows.  Cancel hold.*  Repeat from * to* until you have knitted 28 
panels.  I alternated pink & blue panels with the two row white on 
all needles.  Hook the colours not being knitted  on the end needle 
every two rows otherwise there will be masses of end to darn in! 

Strip off on waste.  Right sides together replace both sets of stitches onto machine knit 1 
row in white & cast off. 

Do a pink worm edging at hem and “waist”.  T6 Hook up 3st from hem of skirt/waist knit 6 
rows repeat until finished cast off.  Stitch skirt onto base of head and sew arms onto skirt. 

Complete head as yellow lovey. 


